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Swedish braking systems specialist Dellner Brakes recently chose Nor-Shipping as the
perfect place to unveil its latest technology – heavy duty SKD brakes. Speaking to Daniel
Barnes, Dellner Brakes CEO Marcus Åberg discussed his company’s modular approach.
“We’ve been asked by our customers and have seen for ourselves that there is a great need
for quality, flexible products where customers have a range of features to choose from.” 

There’s seemingly no stopping the
progress of Dellner Brakes AB, one of
the world’s most innovative manufac-

turers of technologically advanced braking
systems.  At Nor-Shipping 2017, the com-
pany unveiled its two latest heavy duty
SKD brakes. 
Thanks to a new modular design, the two

new heavy duty disc brakes promise to
deliver more choice and outstanding stop-
ping power for large industrial, marine and
offshore applications. 
Marcus Åberg, Dellner Brakes CEO, said:

“These new SKD brakes have been devel-
oped and designed by Dellner’s engineers 
at our innovation centre in Sweden, using
new manufacturing processes that means
we can offer these brakes to our customers
at extremely competitive prices.”
Designed for stopping rotary motion and

statically holding load in large marine ves-
sels and industrial machinery, Dellner’s new
SKD 140 brake delivers braking force of up
to 258kN through two brake housings, each
containing a powerful hydraulic piston. The
SKD 4x140 brake combines two brake
assemblies containing a total of four pow-
erful hydraulic pistons to deliver braking
force of up to 516kN, making it Dellner’s
most powerful brake yet.

DEVELOPMENT 
at brake neck speed

The RMS Queen Mary 2,
fitted with Dellner brakes

New SKD 4x140 – Dellner's
most powerful brake yet
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The clever modular design means
Dellner can also provide larger systems,
combining several brake assemblies or
customised housings with several pistons,
to deliver even more braking power, tai-
lored specifically for customers’ needs.
“We’ve been asked by our customers and

have seen for ourselves that there is a great
need for quality, flexible products where
customers have a range of features to choose
from, so they can tailor the brake to their
own specific needs,” said Mr Åberg. 
“With this particular brake, we are pro-

viding our customers with a little bit more
technology, ongoing support and a choice
of how they would like the brakes to work
across a range of different industrial and
marine applications.” 
Dellner has also developed an offshore

version of the brake, with corrosion pro-
tection and hard wearing paint and pistons
that are specially designed to withstand
harsh conditions.

Stopping, Turning, Locking
Since Marcus Åberg took the reins of
Dellner Brakes towards the end of 2015,
product development has been an integral
tenet of the company’s strategy. In fact, it
was inside one of Hamburg Messe’s
numerous hangar-sized exhibition halls at
SMM 2016, just last September, when the
company launched the world’s first fully
automated, electrical ‘Stopping, Turning,
Locking’ (eSTL) braking system. 
The fully automated and patent pending

eSTL system is powerful and compact, and
requires no additional piping making it
quick, easy and cost effective to install.
According to Dellner, the eSTL system is
simple to use, hard wearing and easy to
maintain and is perfect for applications
where a clean environment is paramount, or
for use in green shipping lanes, and where
space is at a premium. 
The electrical STL system is a comple-

mentary addition to the company’s well-
proven hydraulic STL braking system,
which continues to prove its popularity
for clients, including owners of cruise
liners, icebreakers, fishing boats, luxury
yachts and military vessels, in addition to
being sold for industrial machinery appli-
cations – such as mining equipment – or
for water pumps. 
The process of the STL braking system

concept begins, as does the acronym, with
‘stopping’. A hydraulic or electric spring

released caliper brake stops the brake disc
quickly in any position. 
Up next, ‘turning’, where customers can

choose from electrically-driven continuous
turning or, with the hydraulic brake,
hydraulically-driven indexed turning.
While indexed turning uses controlled
hydraulic cylinders to turn the brake disc
to a precise or indexed position, contin-
uous turning, available with both the
hydraulic and the electrical STL system,
lets you move the disc brake and the
attached shaft to any position precisely –
forwards and backwards. The variable
speed motor can also run continuously for
hours, so checking, testing and mainte-
nance can take place over long periods.
Finally, once the brake disc is in position,

the ‘locking’ mechanism inserts a specially

designed tapered pawl into a machined slot
on the brake disc to lock the disc securely
in place.

Introducing new 
SKP failsafe brakes 
Also continuously turning is Dellner’s
product development programme. Off the
back of the Oslo SKD brake launch at Nor-
Shipping, the company is gearing up to
introduce two new modular, lightweight
failsafe brakes to its SKP range. 
The new spring-applied brakes are preci-

sion designed to quickly stop rotary or linear
motion in applications such as winches,
cranes, conveyors, draglines, wind turbines,
draw work on oil rigs and other associated
deck machinery. 
Weighing just 315kg, the new SKP 180

delivers braking force from 100kN up to
226kN through two brake housings, each
containing a powerful spring-applied
piston. The SKP 4 x 180, weighing 630kg,
combines two brake assemblies containing
a total of four pistons to deliver braking
force of up to 453kN.
These revolutionary SKP brakes have

also been developed and designed by
Dellner’s engineers from its facilities in
Falun, a beautifully rural city in central
Sweden’s Dalarna County. 
“Falun is a city with just 50,000 people

and we’re located on the outskirts of

that, in a small village that’s home to 400
to 600 people,” said Mr Åberg. “We may
be a big global company, but our head
office is in the middle of the beautiful
Swedish countryside.”
Dellner Brakes has a history dating back

to 1941 when it was founded by Master of
Science Jan Dellner. Collectively, as part of
the 700-employee global Dellner Group, the
company is able to utilise production, sales
and service offices from around the world. 
“We have five different sales offices

throughout the world, and we have large,
permanent stock facilities in the US and
Sweden,” added Mr Åberg. “If we need stock
in China or South America, or different loca-
tions in Europe or the US, we have the sites
and stock available for us to react to these
requests quickly and efficiently.”

Doubling capacity 
when September comes
In Falun, Dellner Brakes currently employs
22 people in the company’s 1,100sqm work-
space. But come September, these highly-
skilled workers will be moving to a new and
larger purpose-built local premises which
will double Dellner’s output capacity.
“The new facilities are based just 25km

from our current location and everyone is
looking forward to moving somewhere with
a little extra space!” smiled Mr Åberg. 
“We are also recruiting a few more people
and hope to reach 25 employees by the
time we move.”
The move can be seen as a strong signal

of intent for Dellner’s future endeavours.
“We are a small and flexible, quality-

thinking company that is driven to work

with our customers so we can give them that
little bit extra,” said Mr Åberg. “Whatever
they require – either small or large produc-
tion – Dellner can deliver.
“Looking ahead, we wish to reach out,

become even more global, and get even
closer to our customers.” 
For those of you who didn’t manage to see

Dellner’s braking systems at Nor-Shipping,
or earlier in May at the Inland Marine Expo
in Saint Louis, USA, fear not. The company
will be exhibiting at Europort in Rotterdam,
the International Workboat Show in New
Orleans, and Shanghai’s Marintec, all
towards the latter part of the year. So why
not drop in and meet the team? They would
be delighted to see you!                                 n

www.dellner-brakes.com
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UK Navy T45 Destroyers,
fitted with Dellner STL 
crash stop brakes

Electrical STL system

New SKP 180 failsafe brake
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